
What do laundromats, vending machines and caddie programs all have in common?  They all
use cash as their primary means of payment in a world where electronic payments have
become the norm, and in the post-COVID-19 world, will become a necessity for clubs and
society as a whole.  We don’t book tee times, hail taxis or pay our bills the same way we did 20
years ago, so why are we still booking and paying caddies the same way? To avoid the spread of
germs and join the over 2.1B people across the globe who paid with digital currency, e-
payments, or mobile wallets in 2019, is it time to go cashless?
 
Let’s start with some research: in 2002, U.S. Air Force researchers published findings that
concluded most $1 bills—94 percent of 68 tested dollar notes—were harboring bacteria,
including some which could cause pneumonia or other serious infections. Cash is notoriously
covered in germs as another study published in 2017 in the journal PLOS ONE found that $1 bills
from a bank in New York City contained hundreds of species of microorganisms. The most
abundant were ones that cause acne as well as microbes from mouths, DNA from pets and
viruses. 
 
Unfortunately, U.S. currency is a pretty plush place for germs to land. It’s 75% cotton and 25%
linen, which offers a prime location for bacteria and germs to settle.  And as we have all learned
recently, keep your germs to yourself!
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Removing Cash from Your Caddie Program

There are Solutions Out There
Multiple virtual payment platforms existed
even prior to COVID-19. Many more are now
expected to gain traction as the investment
in these types of companies sky-rockets.
Venmo, Stripe, Square and PayPal are just
some of the well known players in the
electronic payments industry with hundreds
of platforms and trillions of dollars annually in
e-payments.



 
Golf Clubs use electronic payment platforms every day in the form of member billing and
credit cards.  Yet many Caddie programs have remained in the dark ages of ‘cash only’ for a list
of questionable accounting reasons, driven largely by the caddies, that no longer seem
relevant with our focus on reducing common touch points and germ transmission pathways.
Today, caddies are either young and technologically adept, or older and more susceptible to
respiratory viruses like COVID-19 - either way, we need to change.
 
Solutions Exist - virtual caddie platforms like CaddieNow allow caddies to 
be paid daily via direct deposit into their bank accounts - no cash needed.  
Bag fees and tipping can all be covered via the platform and help avoid the 
need for members to go to the bank, request change or cash advances from 
the golf shop, and help clubs avoid backing up the Brinks truck each day to 
feed their cash caddie program.  
 
Via CaddieNow, members are charged via a credit card on file via the app, or via a
club/member billing account when the club is booking the caddies without member
intervention. CaddieNow sends the club an invoice weekly, and reports daily to help the club
keep track of their member billing and ensure alignment with your back office and
accounting systems.
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Most golfers these days are quite adept at booking and paying for things via their phone or
mobile device.  It’s time to bring caddie programs into the 21st Century.  Caddies are already
using this technology in their every-day lives - paying friends and bills.  Given the germ
spreading nature of cash and the widely available alternatives and technologies available to the
golf industry today - we keep asking ourselves, why are golf courses and caddie programs still
conducting business in cash?

In addition to the benefit of increased cleanliness clubs will also now have a
more accurate and auditable record of all caddie related transactions at the
club.  Those responsible for management of the caddie program will
appreciate the tangible proof of how much a caddie was paid by each
member(s) for a particular loop.  It is an indisputable proof of payment
transaction between the two parties.  This also helps when caddies are later
looking to apply for scholarships or your Caddie Manager is looking to
account for who is Judge Smails’ favorite caddie.


